
Hints for Puzzle "Coordinate Education" 

Parentheses around a clue mean that a letter must be omitted from the answer word 
before it will fit in the grid. Numbers in parentheses indicate lengths of answer words. An 
asterisk * indicates a capitalized word, and a hash mark # a foreign word. 
 
Across 
1. (Announce new reduction) (9) 
2. (Making new run to adjust fee) (6) 
3. Eastern slob has one imitator (7) 
4. Marginally about a girl's name (4) 
5. (Divorced wife's final, cunning effect) 

(7) 
6. #Bad reason to give up a Spanish title (5) 
7. Essentially honest individuals (4) 
8. Reluctantly give up rugged traveling (6) 
9. *Start to relax in top-rated town (5) 
10. (Order her serf to provide food and 

drink) (7) 
11. *Mystery entry (9) 
12. (Poor Anita, having to go back for film) 

(6) 
13. (Troubled reverie about end of sleep 

relief) (8) 
14. Hindu music brought back, and Chinese 

gelatin (4) 
15. Went on stage topless―right in the 

middle (7) 
16. Quiet time for young servant (4) 
17. Move loved ones back (4) 
18. (Push to finish liquor in sleazy bar) (5) 
19. Number equal to two thirds of six (4) 
20. Parisian is east of a train stop (6) 
21. Ways to approach enclosing a portico (4) 
22. (Uraeus―angry and articulate) (8) 

Down 
1. (Pay no attention to faceless foreign stranger) 

(6) 
2. Small strips of plastic or bone used to amplify 

sound (6) 
3. Almost new hearing device (4) 
4. (Gang carries gear for bandit) (7) 
5. Extinct creature spread centrally into Texas (1, 

3) 
6. *Nothing worked in Mediterranean seaport (4) 
7. Fee of a thousand bucks to meet legendary 

cowgirl (4) 
8. "Shut in" in dictionary defined as "made 

accessible" (6) 
9. Space surrounding North Theater (5) 
10. Drops about 100 cubes (5) 
11. (Fold and take a break around end of hour) (6) 
12. To the French, a sudden blast is impressive (6) 
13. Given in plenty (4) 
14. A Highlander's scarf (5) 
15. Stagehand's endless complaint (4) 
16. Peter flies to New England for hydrocarbon 

(7) 
17. (Smooth French queen hoards francs) (6) 
18. Knight abandons future king for a fee (5) 
19. Wrongly refuse to accept fine for error, yet 

endure (6) 
20. (Driven mad by greed and confusion) (8) 
21. (A patriot to idolize) (6) 
22. Gull seizes end of power line (6) 
23. (Former pedestrian, after taking it easy, started 

to hurry) (8) 
 
 


